
– tossing 2 coins, counting heads
– rolling 2 dice, total spots
– rolling 2 dice, number of 6's
– tossing 10 coins, 2 points for H and 1 point  

for T

Point: each outcome gives number.



a: P(X>=2)=P(X=2 or 3) 
=P(X=2)+P(X=3)=0.6+0.1=0.7 
b: P(X=1 or 2 or 3)=P(X=1)+P(X=2)+P(X=3)=1
One of 1, 2 or 3 must be observed



HHH 3
HHT 2
HTH 2
HTT 1
THH 2
THT 1
TTH 1
TTT 0 each prob 1/8
P(X=2)=P(HHT or HTH or THH)=3/8
Value 0 1 2 3
Prob {1/8} {3/8} {3/8} {1/8}

This random variable discrete (separated values 
0, 1, 2, 3 (eg. 1.5 impossible)



a: is area under density 1? 
Area = (4-2)(0.2+0.8)/2 = 1 ok
b: values bigger than 3 more likely than values 
less than 3, so guess P(X>3) more than 0.5.
c: P(X>3) area under density between 3 and 4:
(4-3)(0.5+0.8)/2=0.65 (b was good)



Mean=value x prob added up
=(1)(0.3)+(2)(0.6)+(3)(0.1)=1.8
less than 2 because X=1 more likely than X=3



a: (0)(1/8)+(1)(3/8)+(2)(3/8)+3(1/8)=1.5
b: not at all: expect 50% of 3 = 1.5 heads



See my StatCrunch report 
http://www.statcrunch.com/5.0/viewreport.php?reportid=22403

for this one.

http://www.statcrunch.com/5.0/viewreport.php?reportid=22403


Error: should be
Value 0 1 5
Prob 0.4 0.5 0.1

Variance:
(0-1)^2(0.4)+(1-1)^2(0.5)+(5-1)^2(0.1)
= 0.4 + 0 + 1.6 = 2
so SD = sqrt(2)=1.414



a:
value 0 3 6
prob 0.2 0.7 0.1

b: mean (0)(0.2)+3(0.7)+6(0.1)=2.7 (3 x 
bigger)
c: variance (0-2.7)^2(0.2)+(3-2.7)^2(0.7)+(6-
2.7)^2(0.1)=2.610, sd=sqrt(2.610)=1.616
(also 3 x bigger)



a:
value 4 5 6
prob 0.2 0.7 0.1

b: mean (4)(0.2)+(5)(0.7)+(6)(0.1)=4.9 
(4 bigger)
c: variance: (4-4.9)^2(0.2)+(5-4.9)^2(0.7)
+(6-4.9)^2(0.1)=0.290; 
sd=sqrt(0.290)=0.54 (same)



a: P(Z=0)=P(X=0 and Y=0)=P(X=0) x P(Y=0)
= 0.3 x 0.4 =0.12
P(Z=1)=P((X=0 and Y=1) or (X=1 and Y=0))
=P(X=0)P(Y=1)+P(X=1)P(Y=0)
=0.3 x 0.6 + 0.7 x 0.4 = 0.46

b: variance of Z: (0-1.3)^2(0.12)+
(1-1.3)^2(0.46)+(2-1.3)^2(0.42)=0.45

ie. means add (and subtract)
and variances add if random variables are 
independent

that is: mean of A+B is mean of A plus mean of 
B
mean of A-B is mean of A minus mean of B
if A and B are independent:
variance of A+B is variance of A plus variance of 
B;



variance of A-B is variance of A plus variance of 
B (see summary of Chap 4)


